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Does Early Phonetic Differentiation Predict
Later Phonetic Development? Evidence
From a Longitudinal Study of /ɹ/
Development in Preschool Children
Benjamin Munson,a Mara K. Logerquist,a Hyuna Kim,b
Alisha Martell,a and Jan Edwardsb,c

Purpose: We evaluated whether children whose inaccurate
/ɹ/ productions showed evidence phonetic differentiation
with /w/ at 3.5–4.5 years of age improved in /ɹ/ production
over the next year more than children whose inaccurate
productions did not show evidence of such differentiation.
We also examined whether speech perception, inhibitory
control, and vocabulary size predicted growth in /ɹ/.
Method: A set of typically developing, monolingual Englishspeaking preschool children (n = 136) produced tokens of
/ɹ/− and /w/−initial words at two time points (TPs), at which
they were 39–52 and 51–65 months old. Children’s productions
of /ɹ/ and /w/ were narrowly phonetically transcribed. Children’s
productions at the earlier time point were rated by naïve

listeners using a visual analog scale measure of phoneme
goodness; these ratings were used to assess the degree of
phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and /w/.
Results: Accuracy for both phonemes varied considerably
at both TPs. The growth in accuracy of /ɹ/ between the two
TPs was not predicted by any individual-differences measures,
nor by the degree of differentiation between /ɹ / and /w/at
the earlier time point.
Conclusion: Low vocabulary size, low inhibitory control,
poor speech perception, and the absence of early phonetic
differentiation are not necessarily limiting factors in
predicting /ɹ/ growth in individual children in the age range
we studied.

C

extend beyond these categorical errors. Instrumental analyses of children and adults’ productions of sounds transcribed
with the same phonetic symbol often show age-related differences in acoustic detail. Some of these differences are due
to age-related differences in the size and shape of the speech
production mechanism, and the well-documented effects
that these have on speech acoustics (e.g., Eguchi & Hirsch,
1969; Lee et al., 1999). Others appear to reflect children’s
emerging motor control and planning capacities (Davis &
Redford, 2019; Redford, 2019). For example, Romeo et al.
(2013) showed that the acoustic distance between 9- and 14year-old children’s productions of /s/ and /ʃ/ were smaller
than that of adults, even though all of the fricatives were
transcribed as accurate. Over development, these sounds
were found to be produced with progressively greater differentiation. Similar results are provided for younger children
by Li (2012) and Holliday et al. (2015).
Part of language development, then, involves the development of phonetic habits that listeners identify as adultlike. One common tactic in studying speech development is
to use standardized tests that elicit all of the phonemes of a

hildren’s earliest productions of words sound drastically different from those of adults. Phonetic transcriptions of children’s productions show additions,
substitutions, omissions, and distortions of phonemes relative to adult forms (Smit, 1993). For example, in Ferguson
and Farwell’s (1975) study of the phonetic characteristics of
first words, one young child was transcribed as producing
the word pen variously as [dɛdn̩ ], [bah], [mbõ], and [dɪn],
within a single interaction with a caregiver. Moreover,
speech production differences between children and adults
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language in initial, medial, and final positions. This tactic is
taken in many commonly used standardized measures of
speech development, such as the Goldman-Fristoe Test of
Articulation–Third Edition (Goldman & Fristoe, 2015),
the Arizona Articulation and Phonology Scale–Fourth Revision (Fudala & Stegall, 2017), and the Diagnostic Evaluation of Articulation and Phonology (Dodd et al., 2006). It
is also the tactic taken in large-scale normative studies of
speech sound development, such as the Iowa–Nebraska Articulation Norms Project (Smit et al., 1990, see also Crowe
& McLeod, 2020, for a recent summary and aggregation of
data from different normative studies).
A different tactic is to conduct intensive studies of
multiple productions of a small set of sounds. This is the
tactic that was taken in, for example, studies of crosslinguistic differences in the acquisition of speech sounds
by Edwards and Beckman (2008) and Beckman and Edwards
(2010). In those studies, multiple productions were collected
of a small set of target sounds that were expected to differ
across languages. The current investigation is an example
of the latter type of study. It is an intensive examination of
the development of two sounds, /ɹ/ and /w/.

The Development of /ɹ/
Developmental studies of American English /ɹ/ are
particularly interesting for a number of reasons. This sound
is typologically rare among the world’s languages. While
many languages have a sound that can be characterized as
“rhotic,” those sounds are often alveolar or uvular trills.
American English /ɹ/ is an approximant with a unique variety of places of articulation. From a developmental standpoint, /ɹ/ is important because it is both one of the last
sounds to be acquired and because the age at which it is
acquired is highly variable across children. For example,
Smit et al. (1990) found that children did not acquire /ɹ/
(using a criterion of 90% accuracy) until age 8;0 (years;
months). The canonical error for /ɹ/ is to produce something that is perceptually similar to [w]. Smit (1993) found
that [w] for /ɹ/ productions were the most common error for
children across the entire age range they studied, 2;0–9;0.
For children aged 3;6–5;6 (the age of the children in the current study), these productions comprised 20%–30% of children’s total productions of target /ɹ/. By contrast, Smit et al.
found /w/ to be a very early acquired sound. Using the same
90% criterion, Smit et al. found that /w/ was acquired by
age 3;0. There were no consistent patterns to the few errors
in /w/ that were documented. Hence, growth in the /ɹ/−/w/
contrast appears to be driven primarily by growth in the
accuracy of /ɹ/.
Flipsen (2015) argues that errors in /ɹ/ can arise from
two sources. Residual errors are thought to be distortions
that arise from the incomplete learning of a sound that is
originally produced in error (i.e., as a full substitution or
an omission) by a child with speech sound disorder (SSD).
In contrast, persistent errors are habituated distortions. Regardless of the taxonomy, errors in /ɹ/ are common in children with a history of SSD. Children with SSD produce
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speech sounds considerably less accurately than their sameage peers, often in the absence of a clear perceptual-motor,
cognitive, or psychosocial cause. Some children with SSD
have errors that persist later in development. Lewis and
Freebairn (1992) report that adolescents and adults with a
history of childhood SSD produce more speech errors than
their peers without a history of SSD. Problems with /ɹ/ are
common among these individuals. Given that children with
SSD initially present with many sounds in error, treating /ɹ/
is often deprioritized early in therapy, as it is typically acquired late in development. However, the late initiation of
/ɹ/ treatment may be one reason why children with SSD
have marked problems with this sound. Indeed, Ruscello
(1995) reports that 40% of a sample of 98 school speechlanguage pathologists have dismissed children with remaining speech errors from treatment if they fail to acquire a
later acquired sound. These errors are also socially significant. Ruscello et al. (1983) showed that individuals with /ɹ/
errors were rated as having more negative traits, shown by
listener ratings on researcher-generated attributes such as
shy, withdrawn, or below average.
There is no a priori reason to delay treatment of /ɹ/
simply because of its late age of acquisition. Studies have
shown that children with SSD are capable of learning later
acquired sounds in therapy (Gierut et al., 1996). One piece
of information that would be useful in deciding whether to
target /ɹ/ early in treatment is any information on which
children with inaccurate /ɹ/ production are likely to improve
spontaneously and which are likely to have persistent /ɹ/
problems. If such a factor could be found, treatment could
be prioritized for children whose inaccurate productions are
unlikely to improve spontaneously. This study begins to answer that question by looking at factors that predict changes
in the /ɹ/−/w/ contrast in a large cohort of 3.5- to 5.5-yearold (n = 136) children longitudinally.

Covert Contrast and Phonetic Differentiation
One of the challenges to any study of speech development is to find an analysis tool that can capture variation
in production. Phonetic transcription using the International
Phonetic Alphabet is the standard method of analysis in
clinical assessment of children’s speech and is used in most
standardized assessments. Phonetic transcription is a categorization task: Transcribers parse children’s productions
as instances of one of a finite (and small) set of phonetic
symbols and optional diacritic markings. However, there is
ample evidence that this categorical system misses important details in children’s speech. One example of this comes
from studies that use acoustic analysis. Macken and Barton
(1980) made acoustic measures of stop consonant voicing
in young children longitudinally. For some children at
some time points (TPs), they found statistically significant
differences in one acoustic measure of voicing, voice-onset
time (VOT) between target voiced and voiceless sounds, as
is expected from studies of VOT in adults. However, in
these cases, the VOT measures for both voiced and voiceless sounds fell within the range of VOTs that would not
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necessarily be perceived and transcribed differently, based
on studies of the influence of VOT on the perception of
voicing. They termed this phenomenon covert contrast. For
children with covert contrast, a phonetic transcription would
potentially underestimate abilities, as the phonetic transcriptions would not show children’s conceptual knowledge that
the target sounds are different. Covert contrast is an illustration that phonetic differentiation between target sounds exists
on a developmental continuum. In the remainder of this
article, we use the term covert contrast only to refer to the
findings of studies that have used that term explicitly. We
use the term phonetic differentiation otherwise.
Another example of the underinformative nature of
phonetic transcription comes from studies of speech development and speech disorders. As described above, Romeo
et al. (2013) found that the acoustic differentiation between
/s/ and /ʃ / continued to develop long past the point in development when transcriptions of children’s speech show
these two sounds to be correct. That is, acoustic measures
show that phonetic differentiation increases over development. Todd et al. (2011) and Reidy et al. (2017) found
differences in productions of /s/ transcribed as correct between children with cochlear implants and age-matched
children with normal hearing. The differences were such
that the children with cochlear implants had less phonetic differentiation between /s/ and other fricatives than
children with normal hearing. In both of these cases, phonetic transcriptions do not capture these meaningful differences in phonetic differentiation.
One of the goals of the current study is to measure
phonetic differentiation in young children’s /ɹ/ productions.
Acoustic analyses of children’s /ɹ/ productions must be
grounded in an understanding of the acoustic characteristics that distinguish /ɹ/ from other similar sounds in adults’
speech. Adult American English speakers produce /ɹ/ by
forming one or more constrictions in the vocal tract that
lower the third formant (F3) frequency. The location of
the one or more constrictions can vary across individuals. A
common feature of these disparate ways of producing /ɹ/ is
a narrowing of the pharyngeal region (Zhou et al., 2008).
Lip rounding is also associated with prevocalic /ɹ/ productions (Klein et al., 2013; McGowan et al., 2004). Regardless
of the location of the constriction, /ɹ/ has a distinct acoustic
signature of a low F3 frequency (Espy-Wilson et al., 2000).
The F3 is so low that it sometimes merges with the second
formant (F2). Hence, the distance between F3 and F2 has
been used as a summary measure of the degree of rhoticity
in individual /ɹ/ productions in previous studies (Dugan et al.,
2019; Klein et al., 2013; McAllister Byun et al., 2015).
Acoustic analyses provide a finer grained measure of
the degree of accuracy of individual /ɹ/ tokens than is provided by phonetic transcriptions, and could potentially be
used to assess the degree of phonetic differentiation between
/w/ and incorrect /ɹ/ productions. However, there are inherent limitations to acoustic analysis. As reviewed by Story
and Bunton (2016), the automatic formant-tracking algorithms needed to measure F2–F3 distance perform more
poorly on children’s speech than on adults’ speech. Moreover,

even when acoustic measures are useful, they generally must
be made off-line, which limits their utility in some circumstances, like using them to guide feedback during speech
therapy.
One potential continuous measure of speech production accuracy that could be used to assess phonetic differentiation and which circumvents some of the problems of
acoustic analysis are listener ratings of phoneme goodness.
A robust literature has shown that adults are able to provide continuous ratings of phoneme goodness. Massaro and
Cohen (1983) showed that listeners who were presented with
continua of stop voicing contrasts, stop place of articulation
contrasts, and vowel contrasts were able to provide continuous ratings of these continuous changes. Munson et al. (2010)
examined whether continuous ratings could be used to detect
small differences in children’s speech production accuracy.
They presented listeners with a variety of young children’s
productions of /s/ and /θ/ that represented a range of accuracy. Listeners were asked to rate these along a visual analog scale (VAS) of a double-headed arrow anchored by the
text “The ‘s’ sound” and “the ‘th’ sound.” The location on
the line where listeners clicked differentiated among more
categories of children’s productions than did the transcriptions. For example, [s] for /θ/ productions and [s] for /s/ productions were rated significantly different, despite having
been transcribed by the same symbol. Munson et al. interpreted this as evidence that VAS ratings were able to detect
a phonetic differentiation between /θ/ and /s/. Munson
et al.’s stimuli were taken from the productions of a variety
of children. They were selected to include a range of production accuracy, rather than to be representative of individual
children. Hence, while the results of Munson et al., and
studies alike indicate the existence of phonetic differentiation in a particular set of stimuli, they are not definitive
evidence that every child who contributed to the set of stimuli would evidence phonetic differentiation in their speech.
One potential advantage that VAS ratings have over
acoustic measures of phonetic differentiation is their efficiency. Phonetic differentiation between different targets can
occur in any number of acoustic parameters. For example,
phonetic differentiation between [s] for /s/ and [s] for /ʃ/ in
English-acquiring children might be in spectral centroid (the
primary acoustic feature that differentiates /s/ from /ʃ/ in
adults), in a secondary cue to the contrast (like fricative intensity, fricative duration, or F2 of the following vowel at
its onset), or in some other acoustic parameter that is idiosyncratic to a particular child. Using acoustic analysis to
assess phonetic differentiation would be cumbersome. Moreover, if a large number of acoustic parameters were examined, there is a risk that a difference between two categories
of sounds could be found simply by chance alone. In VAS
studies by Munson et al. (2010) and Schellinger et al. (2017),
listeners were encouraged to use their “gut” sense of where
sounds fell on a continuum. Presumably, this “gut” sense
was based on a percept that integrated a variety of different
acoustic cues.
The existence of phonetic differentiation illustrates a
limitation in using phonetic transcription as the sole measure
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of acquisition of sounds. Studies of covert contrast have
also shown that its existence may predict the trajectory of
subsequent acquisition. Tyler et al. (1993) examined speech
sound learning in children with SSD. Children who had covert contrasts (e.g., a child who produced stop voicing error, but whose voiced and voiceless stops differed in VOT)
learned sounds more quickly in speech-language therapy
and generalized them to untrained items more readily than
children without a covert contrast. Similar findings are reported by Forrest et al. (1990), who found that a child with
SSD with a covert contrast between /t/ and /k/ learned these
sounds over a course of therapy, even though these sounds
were not targeted in therapy. Three other children with SSD
without /t/−/k/ covert contrasts did not spontaneously learn
the /t/−/k/ contrast. While Tyler et al. and Forrest et al.’s
studies examined only a small number of children, their findings are consistent with the notion that covert contrast is a
developmental stage intermediate between a true substitution
error and adultlike production (Macken & Barton, 1980;
Scobbie et al., 2000). More generally, it is consistent with
models of acquisition that posit that speech development
involves the progressive, continuous phonetic differentiation
among speech sounds (Holliday et al., 2015; Romeo et al.,
2013). Prior to the point in development when target sounds
are transcribed to be correct, this phonetic differentiation
can be referred to as covert contrast. However, looking over
a longer developmental time window, phonetic development
can be reconceptualized as continuous increases in phonetic
differentiation, both before the point at which sounds are
transcribed differently, and after that point.

Aims of the Current Study
Tyler et al. and Forrest et al.’s findings lead to the
primary aim of this study, which is to examine whether
measures of phonetic differentiation at an earlier stage of
development predict the attainment of the /ɹ/−/w/ contrast
at a later stage of development. In this study, contrast attainment is assessed using the gold standard measure, phonetic transcriptions of children’s productions by experienced
transcribers. Evidence of phonetic differentiation is assessed
using VAS measures of children’s productions. These ratings
are made by sets of naïve listeners and are examined using a
variety of analyses. For one of these analyses, we used VAS
measures to derive one measure of phonetic differentiation,
robustness of contrast (Holliday et al., 2015). This is a continuous index of the degree of phonetic differentiation between two target sounds, derived from logit mixed-effects
models. In this article, we use Holliday et al.’s measure as
the authors originally used it, as a measure of phonetic differentiation for all of the /ɹ/ and /w/ tokens a child produced.
We also use it as a jumping-off point to develop other measures of phonetic differentiation that might be useful in
predicting later phonetic development. One of these is
an adaptation of Holliday et al. that examines phonetic
differentiation for /ɹ/ and /w/ tokens sounds as [w]. We
also use VAS to derive two additional measures of phonetic
differentiation that have not been examined in previous
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studies. Hence, a secondary aim of this study is to compare
these different measures of phonetic differentiation with
each other and with phonetic transcriptions of children’s
productions made by experienced transcribers, so that we
can make recommendations about which measures should
be used in research moving forward. These analyses parallel, for example, those of Hitchcock and Koenig (2013),
who examined different summary measures of voicing acquisition in young children.
A tertiary aim of this study is to examine whether early
phonetic differentiation uniquely predicts later phonetic development above and beyond other measures of early speech
and language ability. Some of these are derived from conventional measures of phonetically transcribed accuracy.
Other measures are taken from the tests of vocabulary size,
speech perception, and executive function that were collected as part of these children’s participation in the larger
longitudinal study. Each of these measures has a demonstrated relationship to speech sound acquisition (e.g., Smith
et al., 2006, for vocabulary size; Hearnshaw et al., 2019,
for speech perception; Netelenbos et al., 2018, for executive function). The existence of these measures allows us
to examine both whether they predict the degree of phonetic differentiation within individual children, and whether
evidence of early phonetic differentiation predicts subsequent development above and beyond what is predicted by
these measures. These results of this analysis will provide
important evidence of the potential unique clinical utility of
measures of early phonetic differentiation in predicting later
speech sound development. These research questions were
examined through a post hoc analyses of data collected in a
longitudinal study of phonological development and vocabulary growth, along with newly collected VAS ratings of
children’s /ɹ/ and /w/ productions.

Method
Participants
This study gathered data from two groups of participants. The first of these is the child talkers, whose productions are analyzed in the paper. The second are the adult
raters, who participated in one of a series of rating experiments evaluating the children’s productions. Descriptions
of the adult raters are given in the section on the VAS experiment, below.
Child talkers in this study (n = 136) were a subset of
participants in a longitudinal study on relationships between
phonological development and vocabulary growth. Children
who participated in the larger longitudinal project were recruited through advertisements in local newspapers, fliers
around the community, and other connections within
the community at both the University of Minnesota–Twin
Cities and the University of Wisconsin–Madison. Children
were tested at three TPs. This study examines the data from
children in TP2 (ages 39–52 months) and TP3 (ages 52–
64 months). At TP1 (ages 28–39 months), productions of /ɹ/
and /w/ were not elicited. In this article, we refer to TP2 as
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the earlier time point [ETP] and TP3 as the later time point
[LTP] to reduce confusion about the absence of TP1 from
most of the analyses in this article. All children were monolingual English speakers of a North American dialect of
English.
At all three TPs, children participated in two or three
sessions of approximately 2 hr in length in which they completed a variety of standardized and experimental measures
of speech perception, speech production, and lexical processing. The only experimental task presented in this article is
the one that elicited real-word productions for measuring
growth in /ɹ/ and /w/. For an expanded description of the
larger study and the results of experiments other than those
in this article, please see Erskine et al. (2020) and Cychosz
et al. (2020).

Tasks
Speech Production Task
Children participated in a speech production task in
which they saw pictures of familiar objects paired with a
prerecorded production prompt. Children were instructed
to repeat what they heard, and these repetitions were recorded. Multiple productions of /ɹ/ and /w/ in balanced vowel
contexts were elicited in the word-initial position. This real
word repetition (henceforth RWR) task was used rather
than a naming task in the first TP of the study because it
was the only way in which the researchers could elicit the
target productions from very young children. It was therefore used in the two TPs examined in this study for consistency’s sake. The RWR task consisted of 90–100 target
words (differing slightly across TPs), presented to each child
in a random order. Table 1 shows all of the word-initial /ɹ/
and /w/ target words presented in the RWR task at both the
ETP and LTP.
Stimuli were presented in a sound-treated room through
Klipsh BT77 speakers. The child’s repetitions and/or responses
were recorded by a Marantz Professional solid state recorder
(PMD671) and collected with an Audio Technica (AT4040)
cardioid capacitor microphone.
Individual Differences Measures
At all three TPs, children participated in a number
of standardized tests. At the ETP, these included the Expressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition (EVT-2; Williams,
2007) and the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth

Edition (Dunn & Dunn, 2007) to measure expressive and receptive vocabulary size. At the ETP, children who were
aged 48 months or older completed an assessment of speech
perception, the Speech Assessment and Interactive Learning
Systems (SAILS; Rvachew, 1994). SAILS is a computer
game that examines the ability to discriminate between
correctly and incorrectly articulated words. Each test word
starts with a typically misarticulated consonant (/l/, /k/, /ɹ/,
/s/). Recordings presented to the children contained tokens
of productions made by children and adults, half produced
correctly (e.g., lake → [leɪk]) and half produced incorrectly
(e.g., lake → [weɪk]). Children were asked to determine if
the production was correct or incorrect by clicking an image
on the computer monitor (e.g., either a picture of a lake if
the word was produced correctly or the same picture covered by a general prohibition sign if it was produced incorrectly). Finally, a measure of inhibitory control from the
National Institutes of Health toolkit was given. This was
an age-appropriate Stroop task that used fruits of different
sizes (Zelazo et al., 2013).

Annotating and Transcribing Children’s Productions
Target words were identified from the longer recordings of RWR sessions by trained research assistants. The
target responses were segmented and annotated (i.e., determined to be either accurate productions of the target word
vs. lexical-selection errors, determined to be sufficiently
noise-free to be analyzed) using custom-written Praat
scripts. After the process of segmenting the acoustic stimuli
was completed, acoustic tagging of the stimuli was completed. Trained research assistants used custom-written
Praat scripts to select productions of words with wordinitial /ɹ/ and /w/ that were sufficiently noise free to be used
as stimuli in the VAS experiment. The script prompted research assistants to identify the onset of the production and
a specified acoustic landmark in the middle of the word.
This was typically the end of the first vowel in the word,
unless there was not an obvious acoustic discontinuity between the vowel and the consonant following it (as would
occur, e.g., in vowel-nasal sequences). In those cases, the
research assistant marked the next acoustic discontinuity in
the word (e.g., the end of the nasal).
Finally, the tagged portions were phonetically transcribed. Two trained transcribers manually judged the rhotic quality of children’s /ɹ/ and /w/ productions from ETP

Table 1. Target words elicited at the earlier and later time points.
Target phoneme
/w/
/ɹ/

ETP

LTP

walk, washer, water, wet, web, wind,
wheel, window, watch, waiting
red, rock, rabbit, running, raisins, rain,
ring, rocking, reading

wagon, waiting, walk, wood, washcloth, water,
washer, wet, wheel, web, window, wolf, woman
rabbit, rain, rainbow, raisins, reading, red, rock,
roll, roof, room, running

Note. Some words were elicited twice, for a total of 12 target productions of each target at ETP and 16 at LTP. ETP =
earlier time point; LTP = later time point.
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and LTP. The transcribers were either the second author,
the fourth author, or, for stimuli used to assess reliability,
both transcribers. Transcription proceeded in stages. First,
the transcriber determined the manner of articulation, and
if the child’s production was not an approximant, it was
marked as other. The stimuli marked other were taken
into account when calculating production accuracy, but were
deemed unusable for the VAS rating study. Productions that
were judged to be approximants were then transcribed for
place of articulation. Those that were judged as being unambiguously /ɹ/− or /w/−like were transcribed as [ɹ] or [w], respectively. Tokens that were ambiguous between /ɹ/ and /w/
were transcribed as intermediate, following the recommendations by Stoel-Gammon (2001). Marking a production
as [ɹ]:[w] meant that is was categorized as an intermediate
production, but was judged as more /ɹ/ like by the transcriber.
The [w]:[ɹ] notation meant that the production was also characterized as intermediate, but judged as more /w/ like.
Interrater reliability was assessed for the 22 participants who were transcribed by both transcribers. When
assessing strict agreement on all five levels of transcription
([ɹ] [ɹ]:[w], [w]:[ɹ], [w], or “other”), interrater reliability was
72%. While this is lower than some previous studies on children’s speech, it is notable that the transcription scheme that
we employed had more potential response categories and,
hence, more potential disagreement. When we pooled together
[ɹ] and [ɹ]:[w] into a single category and [w]:[ɹ] and [w] into a
single category, reliability in this three-category system ([ɹ],
[w], other) increased dramatically, to 91%. This is much
more comparable to reliability values in published studies
of children’s speech development.

VAS Ratings
To further examine adult’s perception of children’s
productions of the phonemes /ɹ/ and /w/, listener ratings
were collected for all of the [ɹ], [w], [ɹ]:[w], and [w]:[ɹ] productions from ETP (i.e., all of the stimuli that were not
transcribed as other). These ratings were used to derive
measures of phonetic differentiation.
Stimuli
The stimuli in the VAS rating experiment were productions from all 136 children at ETP (ntokens = 2686). The
stimuli were created by excising an interval from the beginning of the child’s word production. By excising stimuli, we
were able to remove lexical context and, hence, reduce lexical biases in judgments. In previous studies eliciting judgments of children’s speech accuracy using similar methods,
the initial consonant plus a fixed duration of the following
vowel has been used (i.e., Munson et al., 2010; Schellinger
et al., 2017). For this study, this was not possible because
there is no reliable acoustic marker between the initial /ɹ/
or /w/ and the following vowel. Trial-and-error testing determined that selecting the initial 175 ms was sufficient to
segment out the initial consonant and enough of the following vowel that it could be reliably identified. This was
important in case listeners’ criteria for /ɹ/ and /w/ differed
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significantly as a function of vowel context. In some cases,
the extracted production included a perceptible portion of
the consonant after the vowel. In these cases, a research
assistant adjusted the stimulus offset until it impressionistically did not have any evidence of the next consonant.
This adjustment affected 4.5% of the stimuli.
The ETP stimuli were divided into six different experiments. The division was based on talkers, such that all
of a talker’s stimuli would be presented in a single experiment. This resulted in slightly different numbers of stimuli
in each experiment. The ETP experiments examined an additional 12 children whose data are not analyzed in this article and whose productions are not reflected in the stimulus
count above, as they did not return for the LTP. For the six
experiments using ETP stimuli, the assignment of talker to
experiment was random. Two talkers’ ETP productions were
presented in all six experiments, to examine whether listeners
ratings were stable across the different sets of children being
rated. In each experiment, approximately 5% of stimuli were
presented a second time to assess intrarater reliability.
Adult Raters
Ratings were provided by adults (n = 142) aged 18–
50 years. Participants were naive listeners who had no specialized training in speech-language pathology, phonetics,
or acoustics. These participants were recruited at and around
the University of Minnesota–Twin Cities (n = 102) or the
University of Wisconsin–Madison (n = 40) through word of
mouth, and from responses to flyers around the community.
All adult listeners were native English speakers without any
past or present speech, language, or hearing impairments,
by self-report. Prior to participating, all of the participants
passed a hearing screening, in which they identified octave
frequencies between 0.5 and 4 kHz presented separately
to both ears at 20 dB HL. For each experiment, between
19 and 23 adults served as participants. Participants were
assigned quasirandomly to experiments. No fewer than
20 individuals participated in each experiment. One participant’s data failed to log properly and was excluded from
further analysis.
Procedure
Listeners were asked to rate the productions along the
VAS, using the whole line, clicking on the spot corresponding to how /ɹ/− or /w/ like they perceived the production to
be. As in previous VAS studies, listeners were encouraged to
go with whatever their first, most general impression was.
The computer logged the location at which they clicked as
their rating. The ETP experiments lasted approximately
40 min each. The experiments were self-paced, and participants could take a break between trials at any point in the
experiment.

Analysis
This section describes the multiple measures of speech
production accuracy, contrast attainment, and phonetic differentiation that were made in this study.
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Transcribed Accuracy
Accuracy of production was calculated two ways. The
first method used a strict criterion for accuracy, in which
only [w] for /w/ and [ɹ] for /ɹ/ were counted as correct. In
the second, lenient method, the intermediate productions
that were most similar to the target (i.e., [w]:[ɹ] for /w/, [ɹ]:
[w] for /ɹ/) were counted as accurate. While some previous
studies of /ɹ/ acquisition have coded intermediate productions (i.e., Klein et al., 2013), intermediate productions
have not been coded in previous normative studies of phoneme acquisition. Hence, there is no precedent for how to
treat intermediate productions when calculating summary
measures of accuracy and phoneme acquisition. It is possible that listeners who would transcribe these same productions with only /ɹ/ and /w/ as response options would
apportion the intermediate productions between those two
labels. If this were true, our lenient scoring method should
better reflect the way that these sounds would be transcribed
using methods employed in previous normative studies.
A variety of summary measures of these transcriptions were made. First, we simply calculated the percent
accurate production for /ɹ/ and /w/ separately using strict
and lenient scoring. Second, we used these measures to
determine whether the contrast was acquired. There is no
universally agreed-upon definition of whether a sound has
been acquired. As Sander (1972) illustrates, the conventional
criteria for age of acquisition are extremely arbitrary. Moreover, many normative studies (i.e., Smit et al., 1990) and
standardized tests that elicit so few tokens of individual
sounds that acquisition is measured in terms of the proportion of the population that produces a sound accurately,
rather than whether individual children have acquired a
contrast. In this study, we adopt the criterion that a child
has acquired /ɹ/ and /w/ if both were produced with 75%
accuracy or greater. These were calculated separately with
strict and lenient scoring procedures.

VAS Ratings
Group Analyses
The VAS ratings were examined a variety of ways. We
examined whether they differentiated among the different
transcription categories and targets, as has been done in many
previous studies using VAS (e.g., Schellinger et al., 2017;
Strömbergsson et al., 2015). This allows us to assess whether
there was evidence of covert contrast in the entire set of stimuli
we examined. This would be true if there were significant differences in ratings found for tokens of [w] for /ɹ/ and [w] for /w/.
Individual Difference Analyses
We used the VAS measure to create four measures
of phonetic differentiation to characterize in differences
among talkers. The first of these was a measure of robustness of contrast (Holliday et al., 2015). Robustness of contrast refers to how strongly phonetically differentiated the
VAS ratings for /ɹ/ and /w/ words are for a given child talker.
Our first numeric measure of phonetic differentiation was

the robustness of contrast measure originally presented by
Holliday et al. Holliday et al. provide an extensive description of the computational procedure used to derive this measure, and readers are referred to that for a deeper discussion
of the rationale behind it. Holliday et al.’s goal was to devise a measure of the overlap between the ratings of /ɹ/ and
/w/ that was not confounded by how far apart the categories are. The logic behind the measure is summarized in
Figure 1. The top panel of Figure 1 shows the mean VAS
ratings, averaged across all of the adult raters who provided
ratings, of all of one child talker’s productions of words
with target /ɹ/ and /w/. As this figure shows, there was overlap between the ratings of the child’s target /ɹ/ and /w/ productions. This is not surprising, given that only 17% of this
child’s /ɹ/ productions were transcribed as accurate, using
the strict scoring scheme. The child’s /w/ accuracy using
strict scoring was 92%.
To convert these ratings into a child-specific measure
of how robustly different /ɹ/ and /w/ were, we conducted an
analysis that is schematized on the bottom panel of Figure 1.
We fit a logit mixed-effects model predicting the target
(/w/=1, /ɹ/=0) from the mean VAS ratings (averaged across
all of the listeners who rated that token) for all of the child
talkers’ productions of /ɹ/ and /w/. This model included a
random intercept for individual children. It also included a
random slope (RS) estimating differences in the extent to
which VAS ratings differentiated between targets across
child talkers. The model is shown in the following formula,
as it was implemented in R:
target e mean VAS rating þ ð1 j child talkerÞ
þ ð0 þ mean VAS ratingj child talkerÞ:

(1)

We then used the coefficients from the model (i.e., the coefficients for the full model, adjusted by the child-level parameters in the model) to find the 50% crossover point on each
individual child’s function, that is, the hypothetical VAS
rating that would correspond to an equal likelihood of
the model classifying the production as /w/ or /ɹ/ for that
child. Finally, we calculated the proportion of tokens that
the model correctly classified as target /ɹ/ and /w/ for individual children. We refer to this as the proportion of correctly classified tokens (abbreviated %PC to be consistent
with Holliday et al., who reported these values as percentages). This is the sole measure that Holliday et al. (2015) examined. %PC was calculated for all 136 children in the study.
We also developed three new measures of phonetic
differentiation for this study. These other measures were
calculated only for those children whose ETP /ɹ/ accuracy
did not meet our criterion for having acquired /ɹ/. These
measures were meant to be more closely analogous to the
measures of covert contrast that were examined in foundational studies like Forrest et al. (1990), where only inaccurate tokens were examined. Children who had acquired /ɹ/
at ETP would have very few tokens of [w] or [w]:[ɹ] for /ɹ/
(or, in some cases, none), and the resulting measures would
be uninterpretable.
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Figure 1. A schematic illustrating the robustness of contrast calculation for Participant s130L. The top panel shows a box plot of the mean
VAS ratings for individual tokens of target /ɹ/ (bottom of the figure) and /w/ (top of the figure). The bottom panel shows a logistic regression
predicting these means ratings (shown with the symbols x and o for individual tokens) from target (coded as 0 for /ɹ/ and 1 for /w/). The mean
ratings for s130L’s 11 tokens of target /w/ are at the top of the figure, aligned with 1 on the y-axis, and the mean ratings s130L’s 10 tokens of
target /ɹ/ are at the bottom of the figure, aligned with on the y-axis. The logistic function shows the likelihood of the target being classified by the
function as /w/, given a particular mean VAS rating. The dashed line shows the hypothetical VAS rating associated with a token being 50% likely
to be target /w/ and 50% likely to be target /ɹ/. The o symbols represent tokens whose targets were correctly classified by the logistic function
(i.e., tokens of target /w/ classified as /w/); x symbols represent incorrectly classified tokens (i.e., tokens of target /ɹ/ classified as /w/). VAS =
visual analog scale.
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There were three measures of phonetic differentiation
based only on tokens transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ]. The first
of these was taken from the robustness of contrast logit
mixed-effects model. After assessing %PC for all tokens,
as described in the previous section, we examined how well
the individual-subjects models classified only those productions transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ] as either target /w/ or target
/ɹ/. Children whose [w] or [w]:[ɹ] would be correctly classified
by target if they elicited systematically different VAS ratings,
which would show phonetic differentiation between the /w/
and /ɹ/ targets. We call this measure proportion correctly
classified-w (%PC-w).
Next, we calculated two analyses of phonetic differentiation that are closer in spirit to those used in foundational work on covert contrast and which, unlike %PC,
potentially reflect the distance between the ratings of /w/
and /ɹ/. The first of these was to calculate whether the VAS
ratings for productions transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ] were statistically significantly different for target /w/ and target /ɹ/.
We fit a linear mixed-effects model predicting VAS ratings
from target (represented with contrast coding, /w/ = 1, /ɹ/ =
−1), with an individual slope for the effect of target on VAS
ratings of individual children. This model also included
an RS for individual listeners, to account for the different
ranges of ratings that individual listeners might provide.
This model is shown in the following formula, as it was
implemented in R:
VAS rating e target þ ð1 j listenerÞ
þ ð1 j child talkerÞ þ ð0 þ target j child talkerÞ: (2)

The higher these individual-subjects RSs, the greater
the differentiation in ratings between target /ɹ/ and target
/w/ productions. We refer to this measure as RSs.
The final measure of phonetic differentiation was a
measure of the difference between the mean VAS ratings
for target /ɹ/ and target /w/ for those sounds transcribed as
[w] or [w]:[ɹ]. We measured this as Cohen’s d, calculated
separately for individual children. Cohen’s d normalizes
the differences between means by the pooled variance. In
the results, we simply refer to this as Cohen’s d.

Results
ETP Standardized Measures
Means, standard deviations, and ranges of the standardized test scores are shown in Table 2. There was a range
of performance on all four measures. For the two standardized measures, the average was generally well above the normative sample mean of 100. Together, this shows that the
population of children was of overall above-average language
abilities. Correlations among these measures are shown in
Table 3. Not surprisingly, the two measures of vocabulary
size were most strongly correlated. All other correlations
were significant, though their size was modest.

Correlations between the standardized measures and
the accuracy of /ɹ/ and /w/ at ETP and LTP are also shown
in Table 3. As this table shows, the correlations between
standardized measures and performance at both TPs are
strongest for the measures of vocabulary size, and weakest
and least consistently statistically significant for the measure of inhibitory control. The correlations are approximately equally strong for measures of the accuracy of /ɹ/
and of /w/ at ETP. The correlations between the ETP standardized scores and LTP performance are slightly stronger
for the measures of /w/ accuracy than /ɹ/ accuracy. We return to this in the discussion.

Transcribed Accuracy
The percentages of target /ɹ/ and /w/ transcribed in
the five different places of articulation categories at ETP
and LTP, averaged across children, are shown in Table 3.
As this table shows, the average accuracy of /ɹ/ using strict
scoring was 32.4% at ETP and 56.5% at LTP. Using lenient
scoring, the values were 44.9% and 61.9%, respectively. For
/w/, the average accuracy using strict scoring was 77.9% at
ETP and 97.9% at LTP. Using lenient scoring, the values
were 89.2% and 98.3%, respectively. The accuracy for /w/
was somewhat surprising, given that this sound is typically
described as one of the earliest acquired in English. We return to this point in the discussion.
When examining individual children, there was a wide
range of accuracy of /ɹ/ at both ETP and LTP. Regardless
of which accuracy criterion was used, accuracies ranged from
0% to 100%. There was also a wide range in the growth
of /ɹ/. Using strict scoring, growth ranged from 100% (i.e.,
children who had 0% /ɹ/ accuracy in ETP and 100% at LTP,
which occurred for four participants) to −41.7% (i.e., a child
whose /ɹ/ productions were 75% accurate in ETP and 33.3%
accurate at LTP). For lenient scoring, the ranges were between 100% (again, children who had 0% /ɹ/ accuracy at
ETP and 100% at LTP, which occurred for eight children)
to −46.7% (i.e., a child whose /ɹ/ productions were 100%
accurate at ETP and 53.3% accurate at LTP, the same child
who had a large decrease in accuracy using strict scoring).
Regardless of which accuracy criterion was used, far more
children improved in /ɹ/ accuracy between ETP and LTP
than decreased (20 decreased and 116 increased with strict
scoring, 28 decreased and 108 increased with lenient scoring), and most of the individuals who decreased had a less
than 10% decrease.
To examine these differences statistically, we conducted
an analysis using logit mixed-effects models. The dependent
measure in these models was transcribed accuracy. The predictor measures were target (contrast coded, /w/ = 1, /ɹ/ =
−1) and TP (contrast coded, LTP = 1, ETP = −1). Random
intercepts for talkers and words were used, as were RSs
(uncorrelated with the intercepts) for the effect of target
and TP on individual talkers. No RSs were estimated for
words because the words differed across the TPs. The models
were fit using the lme4 package (Bates et al., 2015) in R. Significance values were estimated using the LMERtest package
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for ETP individual-differences measures.
Description

M (SD)

Expressive lexicon size. Standard score (M = 100,
SD = 15)
Receptive lexicon size. Standard score (M = 100,
SD = 15)
Speech perception, defined as the ability to identify
correct vs. misarticulated words. Score is the
raw proportion correctly identified.
Inhibitory control. Score is a raw score between
0 and 3.

118.6 (15.6)

75–155 (136)

120.6 (16.3)

76–152 (135)

0.67 (0.12)

0.43–0.93 (109)

0.26 (0.61)

0.89–3.00 (135)

Measure
Expressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition
(EVT-2; Williams, 2007)
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth
Edition (Dunn & Dunn, 2007)
SAILS (Rvachew, 1994)
Shape Stroop Task (Zelazo et al., 2013)

Range (n)

Note. ETP = earlier time point; SAILS = Speech Assessment and Interactive Learning Systems.

(Kuznetsova et al., 2013). Models were built iteratively. The
simplest model included only random intercepts for words
and talkers. The first model included a factor for TP, and
the RS of TP on talkers. The second model included a factor for target, and the RS of target on talkers. The final model
included an interaction between target and TP. Models with
RSs for the interaction between targets and TP on talkers did
not converge. Separate model series were built for accuracy
using strict scoring and accuracy using lenient scoring. In both
series of models, each of the more complex models fit the data
significantly better than the next less-complex model. For the
most complex models, the coefficients for target, TP, and their
interaction were significant and positive. The results of these
models are shown in Table 4. These coefficients indicate that
the LTP accuracy was higher than the ETP accuracy, that /w/
was more accurate than /ɹ/, and that there was an interaction,
such that the difference in accuracy between /ɹ/ and /w/ was
smaller for LTP than for ETP.
The next analyses examined whether /ɹ/ and /w/ met
the criterion of having been acquired, defined in this study
as producing the sound with 75% or greater accuracy. For /ɹ/,
at ETP, 30 children (22.1%) met the criterion for acquisition

Table 3. Proportion of different transcription categories, separated
by target and time point.
Earlier time point
Target Transcription
/ɹ/

/w/

[ɹ]
[ɹ]:[w]
[w]:[ɹ]
[w]
other
[ɹ]
[ɹ]:[w]
[w]:[ɹ]
[w]
Other

Later time point

M

(SD)

M

(SD)

0.324
0.125
0.178
0.300
0.072
0.002
0.020
0.113
0.779
0.086

(0.382)
(0.156)
(0.198)
(0.331)
(0.103)
(0.016)
(0.050)
(0.137)
(0.212)
(0.114)

0.565
0.054
0.062
0.296
0.023
0.002
0.003
0.004
0.979
0.012

(0.436)
(0.077)
(0.095)
(0.365)
(0.052)
(0.012)
(0.016)
(0.015)
(0.048)
(0.032)

Note. The accuracy using strict scoring is in bold. The accuracy
using lenient scoring is obtained by summing the values in the
boxed cells. SAILS = Speech Assessment and Interactive Learning
Systems.
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using strict scoring, and 52 children (38.2%) met the criterion
using lenient scoring. At LTP, 71 children (52.2%) met the
criterion for having acquired /ɹ/ using strict scoring, and 77
children (56.6%) met the criterion using lenient scoring. For
/w/, the criterion for acquisition was met at ETP by 99 (72.8%)
of children using strict scoring, and 122 (89.7%) using the
lenient scoring. At the LTP, 135 (99.3%) of the children met
the acquisition criterion using strict scoring, and 136 (100%)
using lenient scoring. Using strict scoring, 62 children who
had not acquired /ɹ/ at ETP had also not acquired /ɹ/ at LTP,
while 44 children who had not acquired /ɹ/ at ETP did acquire
/ɹ/ at LTP. Using lenient scoring, these numbers were 55 and
29, respectively. A small number of children who met the
acquisition criterion at ETP did not meet it at LTP (three
when strict scoring was used, four when lenient scoring was
used). A spaghetti plot showing the changes in /ɹ/ accuracy
from ETP to LTP for individual children is shown in Figure 2,
using the values from lenient scoring. Figure 2 categorizes
children as having met the 75% or greater criterion at both
ETP and LTP (acquired), moving from having met the 75%
criterion at ETP to not having met it at LTP (decrease),
moving from having not met the 75% criterion at ETP to
having met it at LTP (growth), or not having met the 75%
criterion at either ETP or LTP (no growth).
To sum thus far, there was clear evidence in growth
of /ɹ/ accuracy from ETP to LTP and clear evidence for
considerable individual differences in this growth. Regardless of whether percent accurate production or achievement
of an a priori criterion for acquisition was used, there were
considerable differences in growth. The general patterns
were similar whether strict or lenient scoring was used. Henceforth, our analyses focus on measures using lenient scoring.
This reasoning is based on the assumption that individuals
who regularly use binary scoring of /ɹ/ and /w/ would classify the [w]:[ɹ] as [w] and [ɹ]:[w] as /ɹ/. For the analysis of
predictors of /ɹ/ growth, we restrict our analyses to the 84
children whose ETP /ɹ/ accuracy was below the 75% threshold with lenient scoring.

VAS Ratings
The first analysis of the VAS data examined whether
the ratings differentiated among transcription categories
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Table 4. Coefficients for best-fitting the logit mixed-effects model predicting accuracy from target and time point.
Dependent measure
Accuracy, lenient scoring

Accuracy, strict scoring

Fixed effect

Estimate

Standard error

z value

Pr(>|z|)

Intercept
Target (/w/ = 1, /ɹ/ = −1)
Time point (LTP = 1, ETP = −1)
Target × Time Point
Intercept
Target (/w/ = 1, /ɹ/ = −1)
Time point (LTP = 1, ETP = −1)
Target × Time Point

2.60
2.18
1.39
0.51
1.52
2.39
1.79
0.46

0.25
0.18
0.14
0.08
0.23
0.18
0.13
0.08

10.8
11.8
10.1
6.7
6.6
13.4
13.8
6.1

< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Note. Random intercepts were modeled for talker and word. Random slopes were modeled for the effect of time point and target on individual
talkers.

and whether there was an interaction between transcription
category and target (i.e., whether the ratings for [w] for /ɹ/
tokens differed statistically from the ratings of [w] for /w/
ratings). This analysis was included in this article so that
these results could be compared to previous studies that have
examined VAS ratings at the group level (i.e., Schellinger
et al., 2017; Strömbergsson et al., 2015). To examine this,
linear mixed-effects models were used. Prior to analysis, each

rating in pixels was transformed so that it represented the
entire length of the VAS line, from 0 (the /ɹ/ end of the line)
to 1 (the /w/ end). These transformed ratings are shown in
the VAS figures in the remainder of this article.
Prior to conducting any analyses of differences across
transcription categories, we determined the intrarater reliability of the individual listeners, so that we could exclude
any listeners whose reliability was unacceptably low. For

Figure 2. Spaghetti plot showing individual children’s /ɹ/ accuracy (scored using the lenient criterion) at ETP and LTP. The four groups of children
are plotted with different colors and line types. The thick dashed horizontal line represents the 75% accurate criterion for having acquired /ɹ/.
ETP = earlier time point; LTP = later time point.
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this analysis, we used the 5% reliability trials. We calculated
the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) between the first
and second ratings using the ICC package (Wolack, 2016)
in R. We used the cutoff of 0.5 or higher as evidence that
a listener was sufficiently reliable to include their rating in
the omnibus analysis (Koo & Li, 2016). Of the 141 listeners
who provided ratings for ETP stimuli, 15 had ICC values
below .5, and were deemed to be insufficiently reliable to include in further analyses. The remaining 126 listeners had
a mean ICC of .73, indicating moderate to good reliability
(range: .5–.92). After the low-reliability listeners were removed from analysis, no fewer than 15 listeners remained
in each of the six experiments. These low-reliability listeners
were also removed from the analyses computing robustness
of contrast and phonetic differentiation measures.
To examine whether the ratings differentiated among
the four transcription categories and whether transcription
category interacted with target, a series of linear mixedeffect models was built. The dependent measure was individual listeners’ transformed VAS ratings. Again, the package
lme4 in the R statistical environment was used. To assess
statistical significance of effects within models, the lmerTest
package was used (Kuznetsova et al., 2013). To assess the
significance of a factor in a model, we assessed whether the
model with the factor fit the data better than a model without that factor, as well as whether the coefficient for that
factor was significant in the more complex model. Following the suggestion of Barr et al. (2013), we tested for all logically possible RSs for each new fixed effect that we added,
provided that the resulting model converged. Given the nature of our analyses, these were always RSs for subjects and
not for items (i.e., there cannot be a random effect of transcription on items, as each item has only one transcription).
The model-fitting procedure started with a base model
that had only a random intercept for listeners and items.
Next, a model was constructed that added a fixed effect for
the transcription, and an RS for the effect of transcription
on listeners. This model did not converge, but a model with
transcription category and no RSs had a significantly better
fit than the base model, χ2(df = 3) = 3824.6, p < .001. The
next model added target (dummy coded using contrast coding, /w/ = 1,/ɹ/ = −1) and an RS for the effect of target on
listeners. That model had a significantly better fit, χ2(df = 3) =
3824.6, p < .001, than the model with transcription category
only. The coefficient for transcription category showed, not
surprisingly, that the productions of target /w/ were given
ratings closer to the end of the line labeled “the ‘w’ sound”
than did productions of target /ɹ/. A third model was tested
in which there was an interaction between transcription category and target. That model did not fit the data better than
the model without the interaction, χ2(df = 2) = 3.4176, p = .33.
The coefficients from the model with fixed effects for target
and transcription category are shown in Table 5. This model
shows that, while the ratings did not differ as a function of
target, they did differ as a function of transcription category.
A box plot of average rating for each token is shown
in Figure 3, which separates tokens based on transcription
category and target. As this figure shows, the ratings followed
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the transcription categories, with the most /w/−like ratings
elicited for sounds transcribed as [w], the most /ɹ/−like for
those transcribed as [ɹ], and the intermediate categories being in between these. The most complex model was rerun
with each of the transcription categories as the reference
level, and in all of these models, all of the coefficients for
transcription category were significant, indicating that every pair of transcription categories elicited significantly different ratings.
In summary, the VAS ratings for the entire set of
children verified that the four transcription categories were
perceptibly different from one another, as has been found
previously for intermediate categories of English fricative
place and Swedish stop place (e.g., Munson et al., 2010;
Schellinger et al., 2017; Strömbergsson et al., 2015). The
lack of an interaction between target and transcription category is unlike the findings of previous studies using VAS
to examine fricative place of articulation (i.e., Munson
et al., 2010; Schellinger et al., 2017). In those studies, there
were interactions between target and transcription category.
For example, Schellinger et al. found that productions of
[θ] for target /s/ and [θ] for target /θ/ elicited different VAS
ratings, which implied the existence of covert contrast. An
analogous result was not found in this article: Aggregated
across the 136 children, productions of [w] for target /ɹ/ and
[w] for target /w/ did not elicit different ratings. However,
this aggregate result does not preclude the possibility that
individual children show evidence of phonetic differentiation
between productions of /w/ and incorrect productions of /ɹ/,
particularly when the VAS ratings are used to derive finegrained measures of differentiation. This motivates examining the various measures of phonetic differentiation for individual children, reported below.

Phonetic Differentiation Measures
The mean rating by the listeners who met our criterion for being sufficiently reliable was calculated for each
token. These were used to calculate the %PC measure, as
described earlier. Figure 4 explores how this measure is related to the accuracy of /ɹ/ at ETP (with lenient scoring).
This plot shows that the %PC measure was strongly associated with /ɹ/ accuracy. The Spearman ρ correlation coefficient was 0.82. Figure 4 also uses different symbol shapes
to show the four groups of children that are plotted separately in Figure 2. As this figure shows, the children who
had acquired the contrast by ETP had robust differentiation between /w/ and /ɹ/. The four children who acquired /ɹ/
at ETP but not LTP also had robust differentiation. There
was more overlap between the %PC measure for the group
who acquired /ɹ/ between ETP and LTP and the group that
did not acquire /ɹ/.
Three other measures of phonetic differentiation between correct productions of /w/ and incorrect productions
of /ɹ / were calculated, as described earlier, for the 84 children who had not acquired /ɹ/ at ETP, using the 75% accurate criterion, based on lenient scoring. These included 55
children who also had not acquired /ɹ/ by LTP, and 29 whose
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Table 5. Coefficients for best-fitting the linear mixed-effects model predicting VAS rating from target and transcription category.
Fixed effect
Intercept
Target (/w/ = 1, /ɹ/ = −1)
Transcription category: [w]:[ɹ]
Transcription category: [ɹ]:[w]
Transcription category: [ɹ]

Estimate

Standard error

Degrees of freedom

z value

Pr(>|z|)

0.715
0.006
−0.162
−0.390
−0.515

0.005
0.003
0.006
0.009
0.007

312.9
581.6
2701.0
2699.0
2718.0

141.6
1.7
−25.4
−43.2
−70.9

< 0.001
0.081
< 0.001
< 0.001
< 0.001

Note. Random intercepts were modeled for listener and stimulus item. VAS = visual analog scale.

/ɹ/ productions at LTP met the 75% criterion for acquisition using lenient scoring. As Figure 2 shows, the children
in the former category represent a mix of children whose /ɹ/
productions grew from ETP to LTP, but had not yet achieved
the 75% accurate criterion, those whose accuracy decreased,
and those whose accuracy was persistently very low across
both sessions.
There was a wide range of performance on all four
measures of phonetic differentiation that we examined in
this study (%PC, %PC-w, RS, and Cohen’s d). One ancillary purpose of this study is to compare different summary
measures of phonetic differentiation. Table 6 shows correlations among these four measures, as well as their correlations with measures of accuracy at ETP, standardized test
performance at ETP, and with the two primary outcome
variables that we examine in the next section. The center
cells in Table 6 show that the measures of phonetic differentiation were correlated strongly with one another, with
correlation coefficients ranging from 0.74 to 0.91. Of particular interest is the fact that %PC, which is based on all

of the children’s productions regardless of how they had
been transcribed, was so highly correlated with the measures that were based only on the children’s productions of
sounds that had been transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ]. This is
important because it means that phonetic differentiation
can be estimated based on all of a child’s productions, rather
than just the subset transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ].
The face validity of these measures of phonetic differentiation is shown in Figure 5, which shows box plots of
mean VAS ratings of target /ɹ/ and target /w/ for six children, who were approximately evenly spaced from one another on the %PC. Participant s076 shows almost complete
overlap for the rating of both targets, including a full merger
between /w/ and /ɹ/. Participant s002’s production elicited ratings that were almost entirely distinct, despite the fact that all
of the productions being rated were transcribed as either [w]
or [w]:[ɹ]. Participant s002 would meet the criterion of having
a covert contrast, based on the definition by Macken and
Barton. Participants s128 and s083 represent intermediate
degrees of phonetic differentiation, as illustrated both in

Figure 3. Box plot of the mean VAS ratings for individual productions, separated by target and transcription category. VAS = visual analog
scale.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot showing the relationship between the proportion correctly classified (%PC) measure of phonetic differentiation at ETP
and the proportion of accurate /ɹ/ tokens (scored using the lenient criterion) at ETP. Different symbols are used for children in the four groups.
ETP = earlier time.

differences in the median ratings for the entire ensemble of
/w/ and /ɹ/ words, and in the spread in ratings for individual items. Participant s083 shows greater separation than
s128. For comparison’s sake, Figure 5 also shows the box
plots of ratings for two participants, s656 and s020, whose
/ɹ/ and /w/ productions were transcribed as fully accurate,
using lenient scoring. These individuals differed in the degree of phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and /w/, as measured by %PC. Neither one had any productions of [w] or
[w]:[ɹ] for /ɹ/, so none of the other measures of phonetic differentiation could be calculated for them. As this figure
shows, the /ɹ/ and /w/ productions of Participant s656 were
less separated from one another than were the /ɹ/ and /w/
ratings for Participant s020. This supports Holliday et al.’s
argument that robustness of contrast can be a useful measure for characterizing degrees of articulatory acumen among
children whose productions are transcribed as uniformly correct.
Table 6 also shows the correlations of the measures
of phonetic differentiation with the measures of /ɹ/ and /w/
accuracy at ETP. It is notable that the correlations between
the phonetic differentiation measures and measures of accuracy were significant for measures of /ɹ/ accuracy only. That
is, the children with the greatest differentiation between accurate /w/ and inaccurate /ɹ/ productions were also those
who had some /ɹ/ productions that were transcribed as correct. There was no relationship between measures of phonetic
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differentiation and accuracy of /w/. Table 6 reports correlations between measures of phonetic differentiation and standardized test performance. None of the correlations were
significant, though the correlations with the measure of
speech perception, SAILS (for which there was data for
only the subset of the children who were 48 months or older),
were nearly 5 times stronger than those with measures of
vocabulary size, and twice as strong as those with inhibitory
control. However, there were correlations between ETP
standardized test scores and both ETP and LTP phonetic
accuracy measures when the entire group of children were
examined, as shown in Table 7.

Predictors of Growth
The final analysis examined predictors of growth between ETP and LTP for the 84 children who did not meet
the criterion for having acquired /ɹ/ at ETP, using lenient
scoring. Hierarchical multiple regression was used. We examined two different dependent measures, in separate analyses. One of the dependent measures was whether the child
met the 75% criterion for having acquired /ɹ/ at LTP, using
lenient scoring. Given that the dependent measure was a
binary outcome, this was a logistic regression. The other
dependent measure was the proportion of /ɹ/ accuracy at
LTP, using lenient scoring. This was a linear regression.
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Table 6. Correlations among accuracy measures, phonetic differentiation measures, and standardized measures for the 84 children who had
not acquired /ɹ/ at earlier time point (ETP).
A
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
P

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

1.00

0.08
1.00

0.77***
−0.13
1.00

0.01
0.79***
−0.19
1.00

0.66***
0.08
0.66***
0.01
1.00

0.49***
0.13
0.46***
0.08
0.78***
1.00

0.69***
0.17
0.55***
0.09
0.74***
0.80***
1.00

0.57***
0.14
0.50***
0.07
0.91***
0.80***
0.77***
1.00

0.13
0.36***
0.04
0.29**
0.11
0.21
0.23*
0.13
1.00

0.09
0.38***
−0.05
0.33**
0.12
0.24*
0.25*
0.15
0.75***
1.00

−0.05
0.14
−0.05
0.02
−0.08
0.09
0.09
0.01
0.37***
0.32**
1.00

0.30**
0.37***
0.34**
0.34**

0.23*
0.23*
0.22*
0.20

0.31**
0.39***
0.35**
0.35**

0.11
0.10
0.09
0.07

0.24*
0.27*
0.26*
0.26*

0.31**
0.26*
0.27*
0.27*

0.34**
0.31**
0.31**
0.30**

0.26*
0.24*
0.22*
0.21

0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02

0.03
0.03
0.04
0.02

0.19
0.16
0.21
0.21

0.15
0.31*
0.09
0.16
0.15
0.40**
0.36**
0.23
0.47**
0.47**
0.21
1.00
0.10
0.07
0.12
0.13

Note. %PC = proportion correctly classified; RSs = random slopes; %PC-w = proportion correctly classified-w.
Accuracy measures:
A: ETP proportion /ɹ/ correct, strict scoring
B: ETP proportion /w/ correct, strict scoring
C: ETP proportion /r /correct, lenient scoring
D: ETP proportion /w/ correct, lenient scoring
Phonetic differentiation measures (see text for details):
E: %PC
F: RSs
G: Cohen’s d
H: %PC-w
Standardized measures
I: Expressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition standard score
J: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth Edition standard score
K Inhibitory control raw score
L Speech Assessment and Interactive Learning Systems proportion correct
Outcome measures:
M: Later time point (LTP) /ɹ/ acquisition, strict scoring
N: LTP /ɹ/ acquisition, lenient scoring
O: LTP proportion /ɹ/ correct, strict scoring
P: LTP proportion /ɹ/ correct, lenient scoring
*p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.

For both dependent measures, regressions were conducted
in which three sets of predictors were entered: measures
of ETP accuracy, measures of phonetic differentiation, and
standardized test scores. Given that there were only 84 participants, we did not examine all 12 possible predictors, as
this would have violated the general principle that regression
analyses should have at least 10 observations for each predictor variable (Harrell et al., 1984). Instead, we examined
all four measures of ETP accuracy, two measures of phonetic
differentiation (%PC, which is based on both /ɹ/ and /w/ productions, and Cohen’s d, which is based only on measures of
sounds transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ]), and two standardized test
scores: one measure of vocabulary size, EVT standard score,
and the measure of speech perception, SAILS. An a priori,

forward approach to model-building was used. For each dependent measure, we entered the four ETP accuracy variables
as predictors in the first step. In the next step, we added
the two phonetic differentiation measures. We then assessed
whether adding the phonetic differentiation measures improved
model fit, using chi-squared tests of either the residual deviance (for the logistic regression) or the residual sum of squares
(for the linear regression). If the increase in model fit was significant, these measures were retained. On the next step, EVT
standard score was added. If this resulted in a significant increase in model fit, we then added SAILS in a fourth step and
assessed whether adding SAILS improved model fit.
For both dependent measures, there were no increases
in model fit beyond the first step, in which only ETP accuracy
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Figure 5. Box plots of mean VAS ratings for the productions of six individual participants, illustrating different levels of phonetic differentiation, as
indexed by the %PC measure. VAS = visual analog scale.
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Table 7. Correlations among ETP standardized test scores,
ETP accuracy measures, and LTP accuracy measures for all
136 participants.

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L

A

B

C

D

1.00
0.78***
0.38***
0.41***
0.41***
0.36***
0.43***
0.35***
0.28***
0.27**
0.43***
0.41***

0.78***
1.00
0.40***
0.40***
0.38***
0.33***
0.42***
0.39***
0.27**
0.26**
0.31***
0.29***

0.38***
0.40***
1.00
0.21*
0.30**
0.29**
0.29**
0.21*
0.30**
0.30**
0.26**
0.20*

0.41***
0.40***
0.21*
1.00
0.28**
0.24**
0.19*
0.11
0.25**
0.25**
0.14
0.15

A: Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test–Fourth Edition standard score
(n = 135)
B: Expressive Vocabulary Test–Second Edition standard score
(n = 136)
C: Speech Assessment and Interactive Learning Systems
proportion correct (n = 109)
D: Inhibitory control raw score (n = 135)
E: Earlier time point (ETP) proportion /ɹ/ correct (strict scoring,
n = 136)
F: ETP proportion /ɹ/ correct (lenient scoring, n = 136)
G: ETP proportion /w/ correct (strict scoring, n = 136)
H: ETP proportion /w/ correct (lenient scoring, n = 136)
I: Later time point (LTP) proportion /ɹ/ correct (strict scoring,
n = 136)
J: LTP proportion /ɹ/ correct (lenient scoring, n = 136)
K: LTP proportion /w/ correct (strict scoring, n = 136)
L: LTP proportion /w/ correct (lenient scoring, n = 136)
*p<0.05. **p<0.01. ***p<0.001.

measures were entered. For both dependent measures, the coefficient for the effect of ETP /w/ accuracy using strict scoring
was significant and positive: higher accuracy /w/ accuracy at
ETP was associated with more accurate /ɹ/ at LTP, whether
the dependent measure was a binary measure of LTP /ɹ/ acquisition in a logistic regression (β = 5.43, z = 2.21, p = .03)
or the proportion of LTP /ɹ/ correct in a linear regression (β =
0.64, t = 2.13, p = .04). For the linear regression predicting
LTP /ɹ/ accuracy, the ETP /ɹ/ accuracy, scored leniently, was
an additional significant predictor, β = 4.72, z = 2.16, p = .03.
The Nagelkerke pseudo R2 for the logistic regression predicting LTP /ɹ/ contrast attainment was .30. The R2 for the logistic regression predicting LTP /ɹ/ accuracy was .18. None of
the other coefficients in these models were significant.
The relationship between ETP /w/ accuracy (with
strict scoring) and LTP /ɹ/ accuracy is shown in Figure 6.
As this figure shows, the relationship between these variables is complex. Children with high /w/ accuracy at ETP
included ones with both high and low LTP /ɹ/ accuracy.
Children with low /w/ accuracy at ETP had high LTP /ɹ/
accuracy only if they also had high ETP /ɹ/ accuracy. The
cluster of children with low ETP /w/ accuracy and relatively

higher ETP /ɹ/ accuracy (in some cases, just below our
threshold for having acquired /ɹ/ at ETP) also had relatively high LTP /ɹ/ accuracy. This figure shows that the
influence of ETP /w/ accurately on LTP /ɹ/ accuracy is mitigated by ETP /ɹ/ accuracy.

Summary and Discussion
There were a number of key findings from this study.
The first finding was expected: There was considerable
variation in /ɹ/ accuracy at both TPs that we studied, and considerable variation in growth in /ɹ/ production between the
two TPs. This variation was present when a variety of different measures of /ɹ/ growth were used, including criterion-based
measures of acquisition, and measures of the proportion of /ɹ/
targets that were transcribed as accurate, regardless of whether
minor distortions in /ɹ/ were counted as accurate (as in our lenient scoring system) or not (as in our strict scoring system).
Moreover, a substantial number of children had not met our
criterion for having acquired /ɹ/ in the later TP of this longitudinal study, when the group was, on average, 5 years
old. Many children’s productions of /ɹ/ were still very inaccurate at this TP. However, some children’s /ɹ/ productions
did improve substantially in the 1-year span covered in this
article, which allowed us to make statistically robust assessment of factors that predicted whether or not a child’s /ɹ/
productions would increase in accuracy during this interval.
The next key finding was quite surprising: This study
documented substantial variation in /w/ accuracy. When our
strict scoring scheme was used, only 78% of /w/ productions
at ETP were transcribed as correct. Recall that this study
used four options for transcribing /w/, including a category
that was intermediate but closer to /w/ (denoted [w]:[ɹ]), and
one that was intermediate but closer to /ɹ/ ([ɹ]:[w]). The strict
scoring scheme did not consider either of the intermediate
productions to be correct. When a lenient scoring scheme
was used, in which the intermediate productions that were
judged to be closer to /w/ were counted as correct, the percentage correct was 89%. While this is still lower than what
has been documented previously, it is closer to published
norms. Previous normative studies of speech sound development did not distinguish between substitutions and intermediate productions, and hence, there was no precedent in
the literature for how intermediate productions should be
treated when creating summary measures of accuracy. The
discrepancy between the accuracy with strict and lenient
scoring provides justification for using lenient scoring as a
summary measure in this article, as the /w/ accuracy with
lenient scoring is more similar to previous work on speech
sound development than is accuracy with strict scoring.
This finding also provides guidance to clinicians and researchers who use intermediate categories in their practice
on how to summarize these measures in ways that allow
them to be compared with previous research that did not
use intermediate categories. Moreover, this finding shows
the value added by transcribing intermediate categories; it
was only the proportion of “strictly accurate” /w/ tokens
that predicted subsequent acquisition of /ɹ/. This suggests
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Figure 6. The relationship between ETP /w/ accuracy (scored using the strict criterion) and LTP /ɹ/ accuracy (scored using the lenient criterion).
Shading indicates ETP /ɹ/ accuracy (scored using the lenient criterion). LTP = later time point; ETP = earlier time point.

that subtle deviations in /w/ might indicate that a child’s
/ɹ/ productions are likely to stay persistently low. Children
with those subtle deviations might be prioritized for early
treatment of /ɹ/.
The third finding is that naïve listeners provided different ratings for stimuli in the four different transcription
categories [w], [w]:[ɹ], [ɹ]:[w], and [ɹ] in a visual analog scaling task. In that task, listeners heard word-initial sounds
and clicked on a line anchored by the text “the /ɹ/ sound”
on one end and “the /w/ sound” on the other. This did not
interact with phoneme target. That is, the ratings of productions transcribed as [w] for /w/−initial words (i.e., correct [w]) were not different from [w] for /ɹ/−initial words.
This is broadly consistent with McAllister Byun et al. (2015),
who examined listeners’ ratings of accurate and inaccurate /ɹ/
using a VAS anchored with the text “correct /ɹ/” and “not a
correct /ɹ/.” The VAS ratings in this study show that intermediate categories are, indeed, truly intermediate between targets and true substitutions. Researchers and clinicians who
use them in their practice should do so with confidence that
they do reflect true intermediacy.
The fourth finding was that the four measures of phonetic differentiation that were used in this article were highly
correlated with one another. One reasonable interpretation
of this is that they all index the same underlying behavior,
presumably the nascent differentiation among target sounds.
The strong correlations among these measures are important
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because they varied in their methodological complexity. Three
of these measures examined only productions transcribed as
[w] or [w]:[ɹ]. They examined whether listeners’ VAS ratings
of these tokens differed depending on whether they were for
target /w/ or target /ɹ/. The fourth measure was proportion
of phonemes correctly classified (%PC), which examines the
separation in VAS ratings for children’s productions of target
/ɹ/ and target /w/ words regardless of how the sounds were
transcribed. This measure has been used previously to characterize development over a broad developmental range
(Holliday et al., 2015). The fact that %PC was so highly correlated with the measures of phonetic differentiation based
solely on tokens transcribed as [w] or [w]:[ɹ] supports the use
of %PC to characterize development across a wide developmental timeframe that includes stages in which children produce sounds that adults identify as inaccurate and ones in
which they produce sounds accurately. Moreover, all four
phonetic differentiation measures, including the three measures based on analyses of the tokens transcribed as [w] and
[w]:[ɹ] were correlated with measures of /ɹ/ accuracy: The children with greater phonetic differentiation were also those children who were likely to produce some tokens of /ɹ/ correctly.
Together, these findings provide evidence of the gradual nature of speech sound acquisition.
The final set of findings examined factors that predicted growth in /ɹ/ accuracy from ETP to LTP for the
84 children whose /ɹ/ productions at ETP were less than
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75% accurate, using the lenient scoring scheme. None of the
four language and cognitive skills that we examined at ETP
(expressive vocabulary, receptive vocabulary, speech perception, inhibitory control) predicted /ɹ/ accuracy at LTP. Both
measures of accuracy and measures of phonetic differentiation
at ETP were correlated with /ɹ/ accuracy at LTP. This finding addresses the first aim of the study. We found evidence
that measures of phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and
/w/ predicted later attainment of the /ɹ/−/w/ contrast. However, regression analyses found that the measures of phonetic differentiation did not predict variance in LTP accuracy
beyond what was predicted by the ETP accuracy measures.
The sole ETP accuracy measure to consistently predict LTP
/ɹ/ accuracy, across a variety of analyses examining different
measures of LTP accuracy, was ETP /w/ accuracy with strict
scoring. Children with low ETP /w/ accuracy were less likely
to have high LTP /ɹ/ accuracy than children with high ETP
/w/ accuracy. Critically, this was only true for /w/ accuracy
scored strictly; ETP /w/ accuracy with lenient scoring did
not predict LTP /ɹ/ accuracy. The difference between strict
and lenient scoring is whether [w]:[ɹ] is treated as correct or
incorrect. The presence of [w]:[ɹ] errors for /w/, then, was
an important predictor of the acquisition of /ɹ/ over the next
year. This finding provides further support for the use of
intermediate categories, as they were uniquely predictive
of growth in /ɹ/ over this period. This finding addressed
the third aim of this study. We did not find that measures
of phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and /w/ uniquely
predicted attainment of the /ɹ/−/w/ contrast. This finding
is complicated somewhat by multicollinearity, as the predictor measures were correlated with one another. The correlated nature of the predictors is in itself an important
finding, which addresses this study’s second aim. Measures
of phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and /w/ were highly
correlated with each other, and with measures of accuracy
based on phonetic transcription. This suggests that measures
of phonetic differentiation and measures of emerging phonetic accuracy index a single, underlying construct of gradual speech sound acquisition.
Overall, however, the search for predictors yielded
modest results. This was true despite the relatively large
size (n = 136) of the cohort we examined. The correlational
analyses were consistent with Tyler et al. (1993) and Forrest
et al.’s (1990) finding that covert contrast is related to subsequent speech sound learning. However, we did not find that
this relationship held when measures of phonetic differentiation were pitted against other measures of early development. This study differed from Tyler et al. and Forrest
et al.’s in the specific contrasts that were examined. Tyler
et al. examined the place of articulation contrast between
/t/ and /k/, and the contrast in VOT between voiced and
voiceless stops in word-initial position. Forrest et al. examined the place of articulation contrast between /t/ and /k/.
Both of these contrasts are learned by children with typical
speech sound development earlier than the /ɹ/−/w/ contrast
is learned. Even in children with SSD, the /t/−/k/ contrast
and the stop voicing contrast are rarely among the latest
sound contrasts to develop. The /ɹ/−/w/ contrast is acquired

much later by typically developing children and is often a
residual error in children with a history of SSD. Moreover, errors with /ɹ/ are often described as the canonical
“articulatory” error—that is, its tendency to be produced
in error is thought to be due to the unique articulatory demands
of /ɹ/ production and not due to difficulties learning auditoryperceptual and higher order phonological knowledge about it
(using the taxonomy of types of phonological knowledge described in Munson et al., 2011). The motoric nature of the errors are one reason why we were initially enthusiastic to look
at /ɹ/−/w/. Covert contrast is sometimes discussed as evidence
for specific problems with articulatory-motor representations
while other aspects of phonological knowledge are intact—
exactly the description that is given of residual /ɹ/ errors. The
contrast between the current findings and those of Tyler et al.
and Forrest et al. might indicate that covert contrast is a
meaningful predictor of the development of sounds whose
errors are attributed to weaknesses in auditory-perceptual
and higher order phonological knowledge. An assessment
of this hypothesis would require a systematic evaluation of
other types of errors using methods like those deployed in
this article. The same children whose productions were examined in this study produced words beginning with /t/ and
/k/, and with /s/ and /ʃ /, at three TPs. An evaluation early
phonetic differentiation and subsequent growth in those productions could be a fruitful test of this hypothesis. Another
possibility is that phonetic differentiation does not predict
subsequent growth equally well for persistent versus residual
errors. The children with SSD examined by Tyler et al. and
Forrest et al. might have had residual errors, while the typically developing children in this study might have had persistent and potentially more habituated errors.
The current study adds to the existing literature in a
number of important ways. It systematically examined different methods of phonetic differentiation between /ɹ/ and /w/,
and found to be related to one another and to the emergence
of correct /ɹ/ productions. As such, this work is evidence of
the importance of collecting multiple productions of sounds
to assess development. Moreover, this study found that subtle
distortions in the production of the ostensibly early-acquired
sound /w/ might be useful predictors of the growth of /ɹ/ production between ages 4 and 5 years. This finding could help
clinicians better predict which children with /ɹ/ errors will not
improve as readily as children without /w/ distortions.
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